
Forever Yearning
VISUAL HAIKU

discipline/ digital, motion graphics

year/ 2019

American novelist Richard Wright spent the final 18 months of his life composing a 
collection of haikus, one of which was selected as the framework for this work. The 
haiku served as a launching point for motion graphics to enter and subvert its origi-
nal meaning. By blurring and, in some cases, morphing words that shared close roots 
with those from the haiku (ever/never/forever), the animation provides nuanced 
cues for the viewer to comprehend the tonality of Wright’s haiku as the words of a 
dying man coming to terms with his own mortality. Grainy, distorted video footage 
was layered onto a black background to give the words depth while shapes and 
lines flit in and out of the frame to further enhance the dimensionality. The sound, 
mixed in Adobe Audition, involved reversing and cutting up a pre-existing song with 
lyrics to create a sound that was almost understandable but still out of reach; this 
allowed the music to reflect the familiarity and incomprehensibility of death that we 
all encounter.



On A Bay That Belonged To None Of Us
ANTHOLOGY

discipline/ print

year/ 2019

Twenty-one separate yet distinct voices from the University of Houston Graphic 
Design program came together to create this anthology of stories based on the se-
nior trip to Aransas Bay. Taking the key design elements of grittiness, highly saturated 
black and white images and textures, each student was tasked with designing their 
own signature that included French folds. The photos chosen were altered in Photo-
shop to visually depict memories and how they become clouded and muddled with 
time. The cover, designed by myself and a team of three classmates, took lines from 
several stories to create a poem. The lines were then broken, repeated and scaled 
to create an eye-catching cover that did not give away the contents of the anthology. 
The 50-copy run of the anthology was hand-bound with kettle stitching and bound 
together as a singular text block.



Propagandist
POLITICAL ZINE + BROADSHEET

discipline/ print

collaboration with/ Lucero Hernandez, 
Kenny Law, Melanie Riojas, Chris Izaguirre

year/ 2018

Every protest creates a visual language through posters and signs that place the sen-
timents of the participants involved directly onto paper. Propagandist is a zine creat-
ed by the desire of five students to learn about the events that spurred people into 
creative action. Elements from the posters, such as the use of capital letters and one 
to two colors, were used as the basis for the visual language and large narrative of 
the entire zine. Signs were often created with quickness to allow for easy replication 
and dissemination; through collaboration, the group created a pattern of words that 
were Xeroxed, printed, re-printed, distorted by hand and scanned into the com-
puter. These were used throughout the zine, with each student using the patterning 
to enhance elements within their respective pages. This unified approach effectively 
created a visual flow that was both comprehensible and exciting, reflecting the man-
ner in which the posters and signs previously captured people’s attention.



Fast Fashion–And Destruction
DATA VISUALIZATION POSTERS

discipline/ print

year/ 2020

ach year, the textile industry creates millions of tons of fabrics that are turned into 
clothing for consumers to purchase at all-time low prices. The impact of fast fashion 
on our environment is a serious issue that raises questions on sustainability and our 
role as conscious consumers. Using classic data visualization elements and updating 
them, Fast Fashion–And Destruction, intends to bring awareness of the personal 
responsibility that today’s consumer has in keeping our planet green.



VSS: Vision, Soul, Structure
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON SCHOOL OF ART

The School of Art at the University of Houston is a symbiotic community of cre-
ative students. Through layered iconography, our team of classmates highlighted the 
individuality of each major while celebrating the School of Art as a whole. A mod-
ular system of icons created a playful yet thoughtful depiction of student creativity 
while still providing helpful wayfinding. The icons could be stacked and arranged in 
different forms to create complementary yet unique compositions, illuminating the 
collaborative possibilities in store for each student at the School of Art. Careful 
attention was also placed on the icons’ ability to be used throughout the rest of the 
floors instead of being confined to the floor entryways. 

discipline/ environmental graphics, 
branding

collaboration with/ Lucero Hernandez, 
Eusra Hussain, Clara Gonzalez

year/ 2019



Rude Awakening
NAACP ANNUAL REPORT REDESIGN

discipline/ print 

year/ 2019

This NAACP annual report redesign aimed to elevate the stereotypical annual re-
port from a collection of numbers and achievements to a format that provided an 
arching narrative. The focus of this redesign intended to highlight the racial injustices 
people of color have faced throughout US history. New and old works by people of 
color such as quotes, artworks and poems were selected to fit with the overarching 
‘rude awakening’ theme. These works, combined with articles concerning the current 
state of affairs of marginalized groups, sought to push forward the message that the 
NAACP is, has been and will remain a mainstay in the efforts of people of color to 
reach equality in the US. Black Panther newspaper clippings were collaged and com-
posed to create a cover that refuses to let history be forgotten, thereby enticing the 
reader to learn more. Inside, the annual report was separated into smaller booklets 
and hand-sewn using a machine to mimic grassroots printing methods that the Black 
Panther newspaper employed.



QuickFix
CAR MAINTENANCE COMPANY CONCEPT

discipline/ digital, ui/ux

year/ 2019

QuickFix is a concept for an auto maintenance company directed towards busy 
consumers who normally have difficulty fitting regular car appointments into their 
schedules. The main selling point for users is the membership privileges that give 
them exclusive access to any QuickFix mechanic or storefront in their area. Through 
the use of bright and dynamic colors, the simplicity of use and ease of functionality 
become apparent. Users are able to reach their desired point in the fewest amount 
of steps necessary, all while enjoying a responsive and dynamic interface.



Totally
HOUSTON NEIGHBORHOOD HANDLETTERING

discipline/ print, handlettering

year/ 2019

This handlettering assignment sought to bring forward the natural quirkiness present 
in one of Houston’s oldest neighborhoods, Montrose. The monoline type displays 
a youthfulness that is still present within the neighborhood. Hand-drawn elements 
from around Montrose create a blend of both young and old, using store fronts, 
graffiti and sculptures found throughout the streets. The choice of color creates an 
eye-catching and alluring poster that references the large-scale murals that can be 
found throughout the entire neighborhood.



Here, We Thrive
NORTHLINE SUPERNEIGHBORHOOD BRANDING

discipline/ branding

year/ 2020

The Northside/Northline superneighborhood is located just outside of the 610 
Loop, nestled between I-45 and the Hardy Toll Road. Although the neighborhood 
has been established for just over 100 years, its demographic, now comprised of a 
majority Latino population, has a younger average population when compared with 
other neighborhoods in the Houston area. This youthful, vibrant community rep-
resents Houston’s future. The branding guideline put forth intends to enhance the 
uniqueness and originality already present in Northline. The squared shape of the 
N logo references the breezeblocks that are commonly found within the neighbor-
hood and has been rounded to give it a friendlier appearance. It is paired with the 
typeface Obviously from OH no Type Company, a funky typeface that is both bold 
and quirky in its appearance. The pairing allows for the authentic nature of Northline 
to shine through.



Creative Writing PhD Riso Series
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON COLLABORATION

discipline/ print

year/ 2018

In 2017, the University of Houston became the first university in the US to offer a 
Creative Writing PhD in Spanish. Each PhD candidate was tasked with collaborating 
with a Latino/a writer to create a new body of work that would, at the end of the 
semester, be printed with a Risograph and perfect bound. The cover design, interior 
illustrations and typesetting were created in collaboration with Lucero Hernandez 
after conferring with the candidates. A combination of sourced images altered with 
Photoshop as well as hand-drawn illustrations allowed each book to stand alone 
and remain distinct from the others. In Cuatro Edades (Four Stages), the final spread, 
depicting the trauma death, mimics the first spread depicting the bloody trauma of 
birth with the colors changing from red to blue.


